
MSD LS1 Timing Control Module - 91238, 7118 - Trouble Shooting 

This box is designed to be used exclusively on Gen. III small block Chevy engines only (LS1, LS6, LQ4, LQ9, 
LM4, LM7, Etc).  All Gen. III engines feature a 24X crankshaft reluctor wheel and a 2x (50%) camshaft 
sensor. 

You can identify the reluctor wheel installed on a stock engine by the color of the plastic crankshaft 
sensor located toward the rear of engine block on the passenger’s side. 

Black = 24X crankshaft reluctor wheel       or       Grey = 58X crankshaft reluctor wheel        

MSD manufacturers this TCM exclusively for Edelbrock, it has several unique characteristics compared 
to MSD’s version. This box can’t be used with MSD’s Graph View software and the serial port on the side 
of the box is non-operational. The main wiring harness can’t be disconnected from the TCM box. This 
TCM works well and is very reliable but, customers seem to constantly struggle with getting their 
engines running or firing correctly on all cylinders.  

The TCM is very sensitive to supply voltage; it requires a constant 10.5 Volts or more. The most critical 
time to supply the TCM with enough voltage is during cranking or starting of the engine. The TCM also 
requires that the engine crank fairly quickly before it will be able to generate a spark. The cranking 
speed of the engine is also somewhat dependant on available battery voltage/amperage output. This 
only adds to the importance of an adequate, well charged battery.  

Below are a few of the most common issues that can cause “no starts” or the engine to run poorly. Keep 
in mind, some customers have more than one of these issues that combine to cause the problem. 

 Low Battery Voltage: The battery needs to be charged or the power and ground connections aren’t 
sufficient (clean, dry, & tight). They lack engine ground connections to battery, frame, or body. 

 Optima Battery: Customers who use an optima battery are sometimes unaware that they require a 
special gel cell/dry cell type battery charger in order for the battery to be fully charged. The battery 
seems fully charged (surface charge) until cranking when it drops several volts to reveal its actual 
state of charge. Recommend they use the correct battery charger in this situation. 

 High Torque/Gear Reduction Starter: These starters cause the engine to crank at a slower RPM 
compared to stock starters. 

 Aftermarket Camshaft or Cam Swap: Changing the stock camshaft out for any camshaft with a 
tighter lobe separation angle will raise the dynamic/cranking compression. In turn, the engine will 
crank slower. 

 Factory Coil Pack Wiring Harnesses: It’s possible to install the factory coil pack wiring harnesses 
incorrectly.  This can cause cylinders to miss or backfire. Each coil has a four wire connection. Three 
of the four wires are the same color. The fourth wire is used to trigger the coil and is a different 
color for each cylinder. Here is a list of wire colors vs. cylinder orientation. 

Cylinder 1 – Purple                                  Cylinder 2 – Red/White                                                          
Cylinder 3 – Blue                                       Cylinder 4 – Dark Green/White                                            
Cylinder 5 – Dark Green                    Cylinder 6 – Light Blue/White                               
Cylinder 7 – Red                                        Cylinder 8 – Purple/White     


